Tempe Chamber of Commerce Week of May 27, 2019

Tempe and Beyond: What’s Happening in Politics?
NATIONAL
Jamie Dimon warns about biggest near-term risk to US economy
JPMorgan CEO Jamie Dimon Opens a New Window. on Tuesday voiced concern about the consequences of
an ongoing trade war between the U.S. and China, as negotiations have so far failed to result in an agreement.
Wall St. gains fade as U.S.-China trade concerns linger
NEW YORK (Reuters) - U.S. stocks gave up early gains on Tuesday, with the Dow and S&P 500 moving into
negative territory, as the likelihood of a protracted trade war between the United States and China kept
investor enthusiasm for stocks in check.
Bernie Sanders backs 2 policies to dramatically shift corporate power to U.S. workers
Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.) will push new policies aimed at giving workers a greater ownership stake in
companies, moves the 2020 presidential candidate is pitching as a dramatic transfer of power in the U.S.
economy.
STATE
Home values in Phoenix: See how prices have changed
Use the map to see how home values in your ZIP Code fared in 2018. You can search a ZIP code’s overall
price change, which includes new home sales and resales, or you can narrow your search to resales.
Beer industry in Arizona brews up billions in economic impact, study shows
America's beer industry has a frothy effect on the Arizona economy, according to a national study.
Arizona school spending continued to lag far behind US, Census shows
WASHINGTON – New Census Bureau figures show that per-pupil spending in Arizona’s public schools was
fourth-lowest in the nation in 2017, hampering the state’s efforts in recent years to improve education
funding.
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LOCAL
Waymo using Tempe as training ground to deal with large animals
TEMPE, AZ (3TV/CBS 5) - As driverless cars become more popular, Waymo is using the East Valley as a
testing ground for how well its cars operate next to animals like horses.
Do scooters need safety rules? Tempe thinks so
Tempe began regulating shared electric scooter companies earlier this year, and now may regulate the riders
zipping around on them.
Amid urban growth, efforts renewed to protect one of Tempe’s oldest neighborhoods
Historic homes in one of Tempe’s oldest neighborhoods could get protection from the urban expansion that is
creeping up on the neighborhood’s edges.
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